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ABSTRACT

Using the connection between ( 2 + 1 ) Chern-Simons gauge theory and 2d Conformal

Field Theory the on-shell string condition is obtained as a condition of full independence of interior

of (2+ 1) world. The new method for off-shell continuation is considered based on the introduction

of the Maxwell term in (2 + 1) theory. This leads to dynamical transmutation of world-sheet

dimensions - the off-shell string becomes topological membrane (topological means that ( 2 + 1 )

theory has topological mass term). The dependence of parameters of (2 + 1) theory under the

external fields is discussed.
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Construction of the off-shell strings is one of the most serious problems in
String Theory.The modern first quantised theory describes strings and their inter-
actions via the path integral over 2d surfaces - string world sheets ( see books
[l],[2]).In this theory we can calculate the elements of S-matrix scattering ampli-
tudes for different types of string states which are particles with different spins and
masses.The general form of this amplitude is (for bosonic string for simplicity):

[ y / ) (1)

and averaging is done by the Polyakov path integral:

J Vg^OVXHOe-^ J d2ty/$gahdaX>idbX» (2)

here a,b=l,2 and/i = 1, ..,D . In(l) Vi(X($,-)) - vertex operator,corresponding
to particle of type i with momentum pf.We are interested now in critical strings
only,when 2d metric gai> decouples and (2) describes free scalar theory,which is
conformal.Indeed we can deal with more complicated problem when string moves
in curved background.we only demand that corresponding 2d theory is conformal
with central charge C = C'critical ~ D (26 for bosonic case ).

The paradigm of modern first quantised theory is equivalence between all these
Conformal Field Theories (CFT) and classical vacua of full string theory [3] .But in
what configuration space these vacua are existed? There are different approaches
to the problem. One is the so-called String Field Theory,which is the theory of loop
functionals W{ C) .Configuration space is the loop space now.The most advanced
achievment on this way was obtained by Witten [4],who succeeded in construct-
ing the nice geometrical theory,but only to open strings(superstrings). All attempts
to construct an analogous theory for closed strings were unsuccessful .The closed
strings appeared of course as composite objects in theory of open string.but we
will to get them as fundamental objects.Originally this theory was formulated in
flat background space.but later [5] it was shown how to formulate theory in a back-
ground independent way, 2d CFT with C = Critical arise then naturaly as different
classical vacua. Another idea how to describe configuration space is to consider
the space of all 2d Field Theories [6].The string configuration space is the subspace
which contains points (or subspaces of higher dimensions.if CFT can be deformed
by suitable marginal operators) corresponding to 2d CFT with C = Cc-rticoj.This
is good picture for configuration space,but it is not evident how to calculate am-
plitudes.are we to take into account gab,or not? It seems that the absence of 2d
metric is relevant for critical string, but then we meet the complexity with initial
formulation (1).
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It seems that in any case the off-shell continuation transform particles into real
string and it is impossible to get the off-shell particles in usual sense.For example if
we start directly from (1) in critical situation we get decoupling of metric only from
action,but in vertex operators there will be contributions proportional to e<t>^i)(-2~&i)

where 2 is due to integration measure, and Â  is the anomalous dimension of vertex
operator V,( X( &)). The integration over metric field is ill-defined,only continua-
tion (j> —• i(f> makes it well defined,but then we again obtain only on-shell condition

A, = 2, ( L 0 - 2 ) V i ( O = 0 (3)

where Lo - Virasoro operator [7] (there are additional conditions that LnVi =
0, n > 1 ,but we do not use them here ).We can think that off-shell is the ob-
ject of luxury and we do not need it, but this is not so for fundamental theory - if
string describes quarks.then in Nature (now) they are in hadrons and off-shell.

The idea which will be suggested here is based on the amusing description of
2d CFT in terms of 3d pure Chern-Simons gauge theory CST.This description was
suggested by Witten in [8] and elaborated in [9].The main statement is,that if we
work with CST with action

Scs=^~ I TriAdA+^A3) (4)
4TT JY 3

where fields A belong to Lie algebra Q of some semisimple Lie group G and 3-
manifold Y = HxRld'L=T^ 0,then 2+1 theory corresponds to 2d theory on
the boundary dY = r x .R.It was shown in [9] that in the case of £ = D -a disk,the
chiral version of Wess-Zumino - Witten - Novikov (WZWN) model is obtained

This model describes only left(or right) movers.Let's see it in the simplest case of
[/(I) group. Starting from abelian CS action

k r
Su{\) - g— / d?xc^pApdvAp (6)

we obtain 2d action

S=~[ dadrd^dr^ (7)
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where we are to change coordinates to get normal form of action.Introduce t =
T — a,x = T+ a (see Fig.l) we get the usual action

[ £ a a (8)
A

but only in strip A : [ x — t] < 2 7r.On this strip only right movers exist,the left are
absent.The same holds and for a more general case for any group G.To get the full
2d model it is necessary to consider z = A -annulus,then there are two boundaries
I"i and T2 and we get the sum of two chiral actions (5).Then if we identify these two
boundaries (and we can do this because they are topologically equivalent and there
are no distances in 3d world between them - interier is empty)we get the closed
string.lt is nice that in this way we can obtain the chiral string construction!In
purely 2d terms the natural geometric description was absent.Now we can see at
string as at empty membrane -only boundaries are relevant(Fig.2).Then we are to
introduce vertex operator in 2+1 terms. We begin from the simplest abelian case
and then consider WZWN model.Let us work with the general abelian case,when
group G = n U( 1) (6),(7),(8) evidently can be generalised by change of A^ and
<I> to target space vectors/I" and <ba and k to matrix ka^ which is torus metric
indeed.For brevity we will discuss the chiral part of the vertex,the full answer is
simply the product of left and right parts.The general form for chiral part of the
vertex operator is

N

V(z) = Aau-'aN n d™>«&flVB"*l'w (9)
7=1

Matrix A is essential for Virasoro operators Ln, n > 0 and we do not discuss it
properties here. Let us start from the exponentional term.We can obtain it in 2+1
terms as the open Wilson line exp(ina fc A^dx^) where contour C begins from
the point on the boundary where vertex acts and ends at some other point where
another vertex acts.In Fig.3 the case of 3 vertex operators is described.All this
construction has sense (does not depend from what point we begin to draw lines)
only if full momentum (or charge in 2+1 terms) conserves

£ < = 0 (10)
i=i

N - the number of vertex operators.However the whole construction can suffer
from ambiguites due to possibilities for different Wilson lines to link each other.lt
is known.that in CST each linking creates topological phase factor (see for example
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[8],[9],[10],[ll]-far from the full list of references).Besides the linking between
different lines such factors arise from regularization of single lines contributions
in a ribbon form [8] due to possible different choices of framing.So for any pairs
of line with charges (momentums) n? and v% we get ambiguity factor

where 7(C\ C2) -linking number and ti and t2 - two integers depending on C\ and
Ci framing in ribbon construction. Note,that (11) is correct for any pair of lines.in
particular for lines from different boundaries (left and right).Now about the pre-
exponential factors in (9),Easy to see,that derivative of field <&,&<&is nothing but
tangent to boundary BY component of vector field ASo preexponential factors can
be expressed in terms of tangent vector-potentials on the boundary and its deriva-
tives.This doesn't contradict 2+1 gauge invariance becaus; gauge group doesn't
act on boundary [9].So we express vertex operator in 2+1 terms.but meet ambigu-
ity factors (11) when we try to compute some correlators. Let us try to express (11)
in terms of anomalous dimensions of corresponding chiral vertex operators .Using
normalisation of (8) we get

^ kLL L + N (12)

here L - solitonic number and N is the total sum of powers of all derivatives in
(9).For antichiral anomalous dimension we get the analogous formula but with
opposite sign in T^LQ. Substituting (12) into (11) we get

where here we omit irrelevant integer terms like N and n^La in (12) and used
(10) to rewrite answer in terms of all three vertex operators. Integers I\,h, h are
linear combinations of integers U, t2 and *y( d C2) • In the WZWN model case the
situation is just the same.The vertex operator is analogous to (9),where derivatives
are changed to Kac-Moody currents and exponential factor is some primary field
g^iz) [12].We deal with chiral part only and (i?) describes the representation
of primary field.The number of primary fields depends on k (level of Kac-Moody
algebra),but lagrangian's field U{ z) is primary at any case.Now it's easy to see,that
this field can be obtained in the same way as in 17 (1) case in terms of Wilson line
Pexp( i Jc A) because in case of pure gauge this factor equals boundary values
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of gauge parameters 17(z) .If we wish to work with other primary fields (the case
when k > 1) then we are to use the operator algebra and multiply two fields
U(z) x 17(0), then OPE gives us other primary field in limit z —• 0 .In Wilson
lines terms it means that we fuse two lines into one and this is the additional source
of ambiguities. It can be shown that all ambiguites in the WZWN case have the
same form as (13),the solitonic contribution appears if our Lie group is non simply-
connected [12]. So we construct vertex operators in 2+1 terms using Wilson lines
and tangent boundary values of vector-potential.It is possible now to calculate 2d
correlators in 2+1 terms.but due to possible linking and knoting of Wilson lines
ambiguity factors (13) arise. We see that absence of this factor occurs if and only
if (we'll write formulas for abelian case.because solitonic condition is extremely
simple in this case)

. left _ j. right i < = A J\J lr = 2 \J[ f\J \f cz 7 + (1 A\

It is amusing, that we obtain nothing,but string on-shell condition.The second con-
dition on k appears only if TTI(G) =/ 0 and there are solitons (twisting sectors).
(When paper was finished author had found that condition k - 0(mod4) was
appeared in Moore's lectures [13]). If we express k in terms of circles Sl radii

R2 k N

8TT 2TT

We see that minimal possible R isi?2 = 2 a' which is precisely the minimal pos-
sible value for 2d XY model [14].At small values the tachyon appears in soli-
tonic sector and conformal symmetry on world-sheet is lost due to Berezinsky-
Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) phase transition.The 2+1 theory is so clever that knows
this facts. If we decide to go off-shell by shifting A from 1, or A; from 4 JV,we ob-
tain non-trivial phase factor e'* and are to sum over all possible topologies for
links and ribbons

w=oo

ein* = 0 (16)

which gives us the zero result as usual.But there is a loop hole if we consider
CST as low-energy approximation of 2+1 gauge theory with topological mass term
[15],[16],[17] (GTTM) and consider strings as topological membranes (topologi-
cal due to GTTM ).The GTTM action is

=^- f TrF*F + -£- f Tr(AdA +^-
2 /x JY 4 7r JY 3
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Now the theory has physical degrees of freedom - gauge particles with mass m =
^ , propagator is

Gafi = -=—<~ ; 2
P1 7 - + long.terms (18)

p1 — mr k pl{pL — ml)
At momentum p « m only CS propagator is relevant in (18),but in ultraviolet re-
gion asymptotics becomes like p~3 in e part and p~2 in diagonal part of (18). The-
ory with action (17) is well-defined in both regions - in ultraviolet due to Maxwell
term and in infrared due to CS term.Now if we are from off-shell we are to intro-
duce cut-off fj, and calculate all amplitudes in GTTM.This gives us non zero.but
small corrections,the rough estimates gives factor / dLexp( —mL))C( L) .where L
-size of Wilson line under consideration and K,(L) - some measure properly taking
into account all possible configuration of lines.In the limit m —> oo all corrections
are zero and we get the pure CST. So we start from some large cut-off and obtain
small (arbitrary small) corrections.But it isn't the whole story.Let's consider string
in external field,corresponding to some vertex operator.Now 2d action is

(19)

where first term is string action without background.On-shell the full A = Aleft +
^Ttght _ 2 anci ff is dimensionless in 2d sense.But if we shift Ay then anomalous
dimension of field H is AH = 2 — Ay.From the simple renorm-group arguments
we get the formula for H dependence on cut-off p,

^ (20)

But we can see at (20) in opposite way

A * * (21)

Now let us formulate the main statement. The 2d cut-off is continued into full
2+1 GTTM as mass of gauge boson.determing the correlation length in mem-
brane.Through renorm-group relation (21) this mass depends on external condition
-the amplitude of external field! It is easy to see.that if Ay < 2 ,then p increases
with increase of external fiefcLThis case is the case of particle over decay thresh-
old (like photon in e+e~ annihilation ) and p2 — m2 > 0 .We see that in this case
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weak fields led to small cut-off mass and interier of membrane revives. On the
contrary, if Av > 2 (this is Euclidean region as in deep - inelastic process ) then
small 2+1 mass arises in strong field and in this case membrane property are to be
taken into account. Fig.4 illustrates this membrane reviving. To construct the full
theory in this way it is necessary to solve many additional problems,part of them
are: l.What is the 2+1 analogue of b — c system. 2.How to continue Kac-Moody
and Virasoro algebras into membrane. 3.How to introduce SUSY and so on...
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